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Cancer therapy using systemically administrated cytostatic drugs
typically causes severe side effects mainly due to an undesired
biodistribution of low molecular weight drugs. A larger therapeutic
window with less side effects of the treatment can be achieved by
localized delivery of the cytostatics from a liposomal nanocarrier.1

Liposomal drug therapy becomes particularly effective if the drug
release is triggered by an external stimulus, for example localized
hyperthermia induced by focused ultrasound.2 Temperature-sensitive
liposomes release encapsulated molecules near the melting tem-
perature (Tm) of their lipid membrane as it transforms from a gel
to a liquid crystalline phase. For instance, temperature-sensitive
liposomes constructed from monopalmitoylphosphocholine (MPPC)
and dipalmitoylphosphocholine (DPPC) have been used for the
localized delivery of doxorubicin to tumors in response to a mild
hyperthermic treatment (39-42 °C).3 Temperature-sensitive para-
magnetic liposomes have also been explored as contrast agents for
drug delivery guided by T1-weighted magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI).4 In this approach, Gd(III) complexes are incorporated in
the lumen of the liposome. Below Tm the MRI contrast agent
remains within the liposome and the overall T1-relaxation enhance-
ment is limited by the transmembrane water exchange rate, which
results in a moderate contrast enhancement. Upon heating, the T1-
based contrast enhancement goes through a maximum at Tm and
subsequently decreases because of the release of the Gd(III)
complex from the lumen of the liposome.4

An alternative method to generate contrast enhancement in MRI
utilizes chemical exchange saturation transfer (CEST) hereby
altering the signal of the bulk water via proton exchange
processes.5-10 In a particularly sensitive class of CEST agents,
lipoCEST agents, the rapid exchange of water molecules across
phospholipid membranes is utilized to achieve chemical exchange
of magnetically labeled water molecules.11 Liposomes encapsulating
a chemical shift agent provide a pool of water protons in their
aqueous core that can be selectively saturated using a narrow radio
frequency (RF) pulse, and subsequently the saturation is transferred
to the not chemically shifted water of the bulk phase. The amount
of magnetization transfer and, hence, the CEST contrast enhance-
ment are determined by the transmembrane water diffusion rate,
the amount of intraliposomal water, and the RF power used for
selective saturation. More recently, Aime et al. demonstrated that
the frequency of the intraliposomal water resonance peak can be
shifted further away from the bulk water signal by deforming the
lipid-vesicles into nonspherical liposomes upon dialysis under
hypertonic conditions, which improves the frequency resolution.12,13

Here, we report on a combined temperature-sensitive liposomal
1H CEST and 19F MR contrast agent as a potential carrier system

for MRI guided drug delivery in combination with local hyper-
thermia induced by focused ultrasound. In their lumen, these
liposomes contain both a chemical shift agent (for 1H lipoCEST
detection) as well as a highly fluorinated compound (for 19F
detection). Upon reaching the melting temperature of the agents’
lipid membrane, the lipoCEST contrast enhancement vanishes, due
to the release of the chemical shift agent. Simultaneously, the 19F
MRI probe is freed from the influence of the paramagnetic shift
agent causing an appearance of a 19F MRI signal. The combined
CEST and 19F MR temperature-sensitive liposomal carrier provides
CEST-based contrast enhancement, which can be switched on and
off at will, to localize the liposomes before release, while the 19F
MR signal can potentially be used to quantify the local release of
drugs with MRI.

Temperature-sensitive liposomes (MPPC/DPPC/DPPE-PEG2000,
10:90:4) containing compartmentalized [Tm(hpdo3a)(H2O)] (65
mM) as a chemical shift agent13,14 and NH4PF6 (50 mM) as a 19F
MRI probe were prepared using the lipid film hydration technique
working at 60 °C. The resulting dispersion was extruded succes-
sively through polycarbonate filters with pore sizes of 400, 200,
and 100 nm. The obtained mainly unilamellar vesicles were dialyzed
under hypertonic conditions to yield osmotically shrunken, non-
spherical liposomes as evidenced from cryo-transmission electron
microscopy (Figure S1). The Z-spectra of the liposomes containing
the encapsulated chemical shift agent (Figure 1) and NMR spectra
of the 19F probe were recorded below and above the liposomal Tm

of 311 K. At 298 K, the Z-spectrum showed direct saturation of
the bulk water signal at a saturation frequency offset of 0 ppm and
two signals at 11 and -17 ppm with CEST effects of 32% and
14%, respectively (Figure S2).

The CEST effect was calculated according to %CEST ) (M-S

- MS)/M-S × 100%, in which MS is the magnitude of the bulk
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Figure 1. The Z-spectra (B1 ) 4.5 µT) of liposomes containing
[Tm(hpdo3a)(H2O)] and NH4PF6 at 298 K (red dots) and 315 K (black
squares) (B0 ) 7 T).
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water signal during saturation on resonance, and M-S is the intensity
of the bulk water signal at the opposite saturation frequency offset.
The saturation frequency offset of the intraliposomal water at 11
ppm is in agreement with a literature report on nonspherical DPPC/
DSPE-PEG2000-based liposomes containing entrapped
[Tm(hpdo3a)(H2O)].13 Interestingly, in our case the Z-spectrum
showed also a CEST effect at -17 ppm (Figure 1). We hypothesize
that the signals at 11 and -17 ppm stem from an ensemble of
nonspherical liposomes with different orientations in the magnetic
field.15 Above Tm, [Tm(hpdo3a)(H2O)] was released from the
aqueous inner compartment of the liposome as deduced from the
absence of those signals in the Z-spectrum measured at 315 K,
which did not reappear upon cooling to 298 K.

In Figure 2, the CEST effect at 11 ppm and the integral of the
19F NMR signal (doublet, 1JPF ) 709 Hz) are plotted as a function
of temperature. As long as the shift agent remained intraliposomal
(T < 308 K), a high CEST effect was observed, whereas the
intensity of the simultaneously measured 19F NMR signal was
negligible. Upon further temperature increase the CEST signal
vanished and the 19F signal showed a sharp increase to a thereafter
constant value. The low initial 19F NMR signal intensity of the
encapsulated NH4PF6 is ascribed to spectral broadening due to the
high concentration of the paramagnetic shift agent in combination
with a nonspherical liposomal carrier.16 This effect is reduced upon
release of the liposomal content when approaching Tm (as deter-
mined by DSC, upper panel in Figure 2), which results in sharper
19F peaks (Figure S3).

Corresponding images (Figure 3) were obtained on a 3.0 T
clinical MRI scanner (Achieva, Philips Healthcare, The Netherlands)
equipped with a 7 cm solenoid transmit/receive coil, dual tuned to
19F and 1H resonance frequencies. With a saturation power of 3.6
µT at (12 ppm, the 2D CEST MR images were recorded with a
single-shot fast spin echo technique within 75 s (24 averages,
resolution 0.8 mm). The CEST effect was 7.3% at 295 K. A 2D
gradient-echo technique was used to image NH4PF6 within 200 s
(1.9 mm resolution), using an echo time of 3 ms to acquire the 19F
MR signal in phase.

In conclusion, a new concept for MR image-guided drug delivery
has been presented. Our approach employs novel temperature-

sensitive liposomal contrast agents, which allow drug carrier
localization using 1H CEST MRI with simultaneous observation
and quantification of drug release using 19F MR imaging in response
to a local temperature increase. This new class of temperature-
sensitive imaging agents creates the opportunity to significantly
improve localized therapy with liposomal drug carriers using
focused ultrasound under MR image guidance.
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Figure 2. The 1H CEST effect (B1 ) 4.5 µT) and the 19F NMR signal
intensity of liposomes containing [Tm(hpdo3a)(H2O)] and NH4PF6 as a
function of temperature at B0 ) 7 T (lower panel). The DSC thermogram
shows the melting temperature of the lipid membrane (upper panel).

Figure 3. 1H lipoCEST and 19F MR images of temperature-sensitive
liposomes on a clinical 3.0 T MRI scanner. The CEST signal (color scale
in percent) vanished at T g 311 K while the fluorine signal appeared at
315 K (overlay with the 1H image for colocalization and clarity).
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